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Global logistics manager large Dutch 
electronics firm:

“I don’t want to 

hear the word ‘seaport’:

my container is late,

my container is damaged,

the port is on strike, 

the container has to be rerouted,

a strange new surcharge or 

adjustment factor is 

introduced…..”



Structural problems deep-sea container 
transport identified by recently 
interviewed (high-tech) shippers: 

‒ Ultra large ships & slow steaming are here to stay 

‒ Slow steaming: lengthening lead times in supply chains

‒ Unreliable maritime supply chains: no improvements

‒ Reduced choice and no service differentiation possible

‒ The container industry thinks in boxes instead of the cargo 
inside the boxes 

‒ One sided introduction of slow steaming/ULCV’s

‒ Chain visibility limited: maritime chain: ‘logistics black box’

‒ ‘Logistics flow concepts’ (just-in-time) difficult because of 
poor logistics performance.



Shipper survey Containerisation
Internationional, October 2015 

Are you prepared to pay more for premium services?
-No: 52% Yes: 35%

“This is a commoditised trade. Carriers no longer               

have differentiation.”

Are 20.000 teu class ships contributing to unstable global 
container trades?
-Yes: 61% No: 20%

Do shippers and forwarder benefit from this new generation of 
18-20.000 teu containerships?
-Yes: 44% No: 43%

“With very large container ships. All cargo is 

commoditised with no variation of service based on 

the value of the cargo.”



Per shipment carrier savings versus 
shipper costs ($ US) at different vessel 

speeds and cargo values (2010 volume).

Source: 
Maloni, Paul & Gligor (2013)



The ‘premium-segment’ in 
containerized cargo is small in numbers, 

but high in value!
• Imports (Asia-the Netherlands: port of Rotterdam): 

2% of import containers = 22% of import value

• Re-imports (Asia-the Netherlands: port of Rotterdam)

3% of re-import containers = 23% re-import value 

• Exports (Including transit Europa-Asia: port of Rotterdam)

<1% of export containers = 5% export value

€235.000  = av. value of ‘premium segment’ import containers                                            

€374.000  = av. value of ‘premium segment’ export containers

Assumption: 20 ton per container.

Source: Dutch Statistics Office 



Moore’s law is still valid!  
Number of transistors in Central Processing Unit

www.intel.nl



Supply chain alternatives 
for slow ultra large container carriers

• Modal shift to air

• New routes: China’s Silk Route (rail)/ Northern route

• Re-shoring/near-sourcing (Report Danish Ship Finance)

• Adaptions within the container system:

‒ First/last port of call & double call

‒ Differentiation of the terminal product

‒ Differentiation of service towards the hinterland

‒ Fast shipping





Seatrade: “Fast Direct Dedicated”

‒Direct relations

‒24-25 knots

‒ Small ships

‒Basic cargo: fruit, 
conventional cargo 
extra



Differentiation of terminal product: 
the first of 6000 containers unloaded?



Synchromodal operations hinterland: 
logistics characteristics cargo & 
available modal capacity starting point  



Conclusions:
‒ Ultra large and slow container vessels are a reality.
‒ The cargo inside the container is the starting point.
‒ Shippers like to choose from different options.
‒ Container carriers are limiting options by all building 

ULCV’s and by slow steaming practices. 
‒ This increases pressure towards other parts of the 

supply chain to develop alternatives to match demand 
by shippers—especially for high value cargo.

‒ Service differentiation in terminal and hinterland 
operations are promising alternatives.

‒ Visibility and transparency in the maritime chain is of 
vital importance for these alternatives: big data & 
internet of things are very much needed!  



Thank you very much for your attention!


